Scoring
(Unless Instructed otherwise below is how we are scoring in the club or
outside the club (County Shoot)
Indoors Including League Table and Competitions within the Club or
Outside the Club (County Shoots)
Most Indoor Shooting is scored in Metric score (10 Zone Scoring) 1 to 10
points per arrow.
The inner gold ring is the 10 ring working down to 1 point for the outer white.
The 10 ring also has a smaller ring inside it called the X ring but we still score
this as a 10 NOT X. If the arrow shaft cuts a dividing line the archer is
awarded the higher score for the arrow

Example for scoring on the score sheet.
I score a X, 9,8,10,10,7 follow by X, 9,9,X, 8,7 I will mark this on the score
sheet as follows
High score to low 10,9,8,10,10,7,10,9,9,10,8,7 When is come to adding up
how many Gold’s I hit my total will be 5 (My score 9’s don’t count as a
Gold) Only 10’s If you Miss then this is marked down as M
This score sheet is based on doing a Portsmouth Competition Round

Remember if you sign to confirm you agree with your scorer that your
score is correct then that’s the score that counts NO adjustments can be
made once handed to the competition organizer. (This excludes Club
League Table) Please put these scoring methods into practice from now
on whether at a normal club session or at a competition so we all get
used to scoring in the correct manner.

Outdoors Including League Table and Competitions within the Club or
Outside the Club (County Shoots)
Most Outdoors shooting is scored in imperial (9 Zone Scoring) scores 9 points
for an arrow in the gold, 7 for red, 5 for blue, 3 for black and 1 for white. If the
arrow shaft cuts a dividing line the archer is awarded the higher score for the
arrow. The X ring we score this as an X but counts as a 9. If the arrow shaft
cuts a dividing line the archer is awarded the higher score for the arrow

Example for scoring on the score sheet.
I score a 9,7,5,3,1,M follow by X, 7,5,3,1,M I will mark this on the score sheet
as follows
High score to low 9,7,5,3,1,X, 7,5,3,1,M When is come to adding up how
many Gold’s I hit my total will be 2. If you Miss then this is marked down as M
This score sheet is based on doing a Club League Shoot
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Remember if you sign to confirm you agree with your scorer that your
score is correct then that’s the score that counts NO adjustments can be
made once handed to the competition organizer. (This excludes Club
League Table) Please put these scoring methods into practice from now
on whether at a normal club session or at a competition so we all get
used to scoring in the correct manner.
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